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Abstract
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1 Introduction

Experimental economics has come of age over the past five decades. The field has

assembled a large body of evidence on human behavior in the face of incentives.

Its insights have affected the progress in many fields of economics, from microe-

conomics, to labor, to finance, to macroeconomics.1

Over that period, publications based on experimental research have become

commonplace in general-interest and field journals. In addition, two journals ded-

icated to research based on experimental work were initiated: Experimental Eco-
nomics in 1998 and Journal of the Economic Science Association in 2015. Nonethe-

less, Nikiforakis & Slonim (2019) report several trends in experimental publica-

tions from 1975–2018 and point to a significant decline in top-5 publications over

the last decade of that period. Indeed, Figure 1a replicates this observation for

the period of 2010–2019. Top-5 publications based on experimental work have

significantly declined in the second half.2
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Figure 1: (a) Fraction of experimental economics publications in top-5 journals
during 2010–2019, (b) Median number of citations in top-5 journals during

2010–2019

1Kagel & Roth (1995), Kagel & Roth (2020), and Plott & Smith (2008) contain comprehensive
surveys of experimental work in various fields.

2Throughout, we refer to American Economic Review, Econometrica, Journal of Political Economy,
Quarterly Journal of Economics, and Review of Economic Studies as the “top-5.” In the data we present,
we exclude non-reviewed pieces. See Reuben, Li, Suetens, Svorenčík, Turocy & Kotsidis (2021) for
similar analysis including Journal of the European Economic Association and Economic Journal.
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While fewer experimental papers are being published, their impact—as mea-

sured by citations, which are often utilized in promotion and hiring decisions,

see e.g. Lehmann, Jackson & Lautrup (2006) and Ellison (2013)—has consistently

exceeded those of contemporary papers in other fields. Figure 1b displays the me-

dian number of citations in top-5 journals during the last decade. This number is

substantially higher for experimental work in nearly all years.3

Certainly, experimental work in the 21st century does not mirror work done 50

years prior. In what follows, we use data on top-5 publications to identify recent

trends in how experimental work is conducted. The introduction of new online

experimentation platforms and the transition to lab-in-the-field research allow ex-

perimental work to cover a broader pool of participants in terms of both volume

and characteristics. As we document, successful experiments are becoming larger,

involving an increasing number of sessions and participants.

The use of participants outside of the traditional lab has many benefits, both

practical and conceptual. However, as we discuss, the online lab also has its short-

comings. Settings explored in online labs tend to be simpler, in terms of the strate-

gic considerations participants face as well as the feedback and learning opportu-

nities they offer. Recent research also suggests that observations collected on on-

line platforms might be noisier than those collected in the traditional lab. We use

new data comparing physical and online lab observations in a particular strategic

interaction to illustrate the learning limitations entailed in online experiments.

The replication crisis in the social sciences, see Dreber & Johannesson (2019)

and references therein, has led to recent attempts to develop agreed-upon best

practices in empirical work. Pre-registration and pre-analysis plans, lower p-value

thresholds for significance, and an effort to replicate existing studies, have been

suggested by some and, to some extent, implemented. In the last part of this piece

we discuss some of the benefits and potential pitfalls pursuing these directions

may entail for experimental research.

3This is in line with Anauati, Galiani & Gálvez (2020), who find that applied work tends to gar-
ner more citations than work in other fields. In that respect, experimental papers are no exception.
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2 General Time Trends

We begin by discussing trends in laboratory experiments over the past decade,

in terms of the features of experimental work that has been published in leading

journals and its authors’ characteristics.

2.1 The Data

We collected detailed data on all lab experiments published in top-5 journals be-

tween 2010 and 2019, both traditional experiments conducted at physical univer-

sity laboratories, as well as online or field experiments that have a lab component.4

Over this period, 164 experimental papers were published: 88 in American Eco-
nomic Review, 28 in Review of Economic Studies, 21 in Econometrica, 16 in Quarterly
Journal of Economics, and 11 in Journal of Political Economy.

In all the analyses we discuss below, unless noted otherwise, the patterns we

highlight are significant at the 5% level, using a t-test or a median test that com-

pares the first and second half of the decade in aggregate.

2.2 Attributes of Experimental Papers

The topics covered by published experimental work are diverse. We use the Jour-

nal of Economic Literature (JEL) classification to record the topics individual pa-

pers speak to. Figure 2a illustrates the 5 most frequent general JEL categories in

the first and second half of the decade under consideration. Figure 2b provides an

analogous picture for the 5 most frequent specific JEL categories. The breadth of

topics is substantial throughout the time period we inspect. However, we see some

notable, albeit not statistically significant, shifts in focus. Comparing the first and

second halves of the decade, there is an increase in work focused on quantitative

methods, a research area we touch upon in Section 4. We see a decrease in work

focusing on finance and an increase in work focusing on questions pertaining to

health and education. We also see an increase in papers studying individual con-

sumer choice and a decrease in papers studying mechanism design.

4The list of experimental papers comes from a database maintained by Congiu & Nunnari
(2021). As mentioned, we exclude non-reviewed papers—comments, errata, proceedings papers,
etc.—from all of our analyses.
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Figure 2: (a) Most frequent JEL general categories over time, (b) Most frequent
JEL specific categories over time

Published materials are becoming longer. As seen in Figure 3a, both articles

and online supplementary materials have grown in length.5 These patterns are

in line with trends identified for the economics profession as a whole over the

past several decades, see Ellison (2002) and work that followed. To the extent that

the length of papers and supplementary materials are correlated with time spent

bringing those papers to publication, researchers may be facing increased burdens

in publishing their work, at least at our lead journals. This observation may be

important in hiring and promotion decisions; see also Heckman & Moktan (2020).

The median number of sessions has increased over time as well, albeit not sig-

nificantly so; see Figure 3b.6

5Data publication has been common practice throughout the decade, with more than 80% of
papers making their data available each year.

6The median number of sessions for 2010-2014 is 12; for 2015-2019, it is 15.5. The number of
sessions is reported in detail for only 80 of the 164 papers. Of the remaining 84 papers, 48 have
a component conducted in a laboratory without indication of the number of sessions carried out.
There are 36 papers that rely on lab-in-the-field or online experiments that do not involve multiple
sessions. These are equally split across the first and second half of the decade. Their consideration
as papers with one session does not affect these qualitative observations.
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Figure 3: (a) Median article length, (b) Median number of sessions

2.3 Author Profiles

Next, we turn to the composition of author teams. The average size of teams hov-

ers between 2.5 and 3 throughout the decade. Figure 4 shows changes in team

demographics. The fraction of teams with at least one author from a school with

a top-20 economics department has clearly grown, going from slightly under 30%

in 2010 to over 60% in 2019.7 On the other hand, representation of women and

people of color has been relatively stable. The fraction of papers with at least one

woman author is somewhat higher in the second half of the decade, increasing

from 38% to 52%.8 The fraction of teams with at least one non-white author is

fairly constant at around 1/3.9

7We use the 2017 U.S. News and World Report rankings. We count a paper as having a top-20
co-author if someone works at a school whose economics department falls in the top 20 of that list.
The trend holds if we require at least one co-author to work in the economics department of the
school, rather than in any department.

8The increase in women authors is barely significant (just above the 10% level).
9Our categorization of an author’s race/ethnicity is based on name, photo, undergraduate in-

stitution and, if available, citizenship or languages spoken. There are 2 papers where available
information is insufficient for determining whether at least one author is non-white; these papers
are categorized as having an all-white author team.
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Figure 4: Time trends in co-author teams

2.4 Experimental Platform and Design Complexity

The number of online experiments has increased. Between 2010 and 2014, only

about 5% of experiments published in the top-5 journals included an online treat-

ment. However, between 2015 and 2019, that number had increased to 23%.

This growth in online experiments has driven a second development, an in-

crease in sample size. Figure 5 breaks down the median number of participants by

experimental platform: whether the experiment is conducted fully offline, or has

at least one online treatment. When considering experimental papers conducted

offline, the increase in participant volume in the second half of the decade is barely

significant (the p-value is 0.13). However, when considering all experimental pa-

pers, the growth in sample size is pronounced and highly significant.

The content of experiments has also changed. Figure 6a shows an increase

in the proportion of experiments that do not entail a strategic interaction. This

trend is potentially due to the decrease in the share of papers relying on physical

lab experiments and the growth in papers relying on online experiments, which

mostly involve non-strategic tasks.

Learning opportunities are often important for more complex tasks—participants
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Figure 5: Time trends in number of participants

may need experience with the experimental interface and with the strategic forces

in the setting they face. Naturally, more complex designs, particularly ones in-

volving strategic interactions, may require richer learning opportunities. Related

to our previous observation, Figure 6b demonstrates a decrease in the fraction of

papers that are based on experiments providing feedback to participants. Online

platforms are therefore more frequently utilized for non-strategic experimental

designs and offer fewer explicit learning opportunities, a point we return to in the

next section.

3 Online and Physical Labs

As discussed in the previous section, one of the striking trends over the past decade

is an increase in the use of online experimental platforms, such as Amazon Me-

chanical Turk (MTurk). Virtual laboratories have the advantage of allowing re-

searchers without access to a physical laboratory to perform experiments. They

also supply a more diverse participant pool than most physical laboratories (see

Fréchette (2015) and Fréchette (2016) for a survey of results pertaining to various

8
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Figure 6: (a) Breakdown of experiments by presence of strategic interaction, (b)
Breakdown of experiments by presence of feedback

participant pools) and offer lower per-participant costs.10

Given these differences, it is important to understand if and how results are

affected by whether an experiment is conducted in a traditional laboratory or on-

line. Early papers comparing experimental results using students in a physical

lab and MTurk participants found encouraging results. MTurk participants be-

have similarly to university students on several “heuristic and biases” experiments

and non-incentivized games, as well as (incentivized) repeated public goods and

prisoner’s dilemma games (Paolacci, Chandler & Ipeirotis (2010); Horton, Rand &

Zeckhauser (2011); Berinsky, Huber & Lenz (2012); Goodman, Cryder & Cheema

(2013); Arechar, Kraft-Todd & Rand (2017)). See Hauser, Paolacci & Chandler

(2019) for a survey of the first results on the topic.

3.1 Noise across Platforms

Recent work depicts a somewhat more nuanced picture. Snowberg & Yariv (2021)

address concerns about the external validity of experiments with student partici-

10Lower costs are certainly an advantage: they make experimental research more economical
and allow access to a broader set of researchers. Lower costs do, however, imply lower incentives
to experimental participants. Since incentives are a key feature of economic experiments—see
Smith (1982)—reduction in costs could be a double-edged sword.
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pants. In order to assess whether experimental insights can be generalized beyond

experimental labs and university-student populations, they compare university

students in two universities (California Institute of Technology and University of

British Columbia) in the lab and online, a representative sample of the US, and

MTurk. The comparison is across a wide range of incentivized, fundamental be-

haviors: risk and ambiguity aversion, discounting, competitiveness, cognitive so-

phistication, dictator giving, play in prisoner’s dilemma games, guesses in beauty

contests games, and many others. MTurk data are collected with low and high

incentives, where low incentives match the average payment on MTurk and high

incentives are double the low ones. A variety of attention screeners are utilized in

the low-stake variant.

Snowberg & Yariv (2021) observe little difference between student responses

online and in the physical lab (in both of the university samples).11 However,

responses do differ significantly across the three sample types: the student sample,

the representative US sample, and MTurk.12 Nonetheless, correlations between

behaviors and comparative statics are similar across the samples, with differences

driven mostly by some correlations being insignificant.

One important insight of Snowberg & Yariv (2021) relates to noise. Snowberg

& Yariv (2021) use duplicate elicitations in their survey. Consider a parameter

of interest X∗ with standard deviation σX∗ . Suppose we have two elicitations of

X∗, denoted Xa = X∗ + νaX and Xb = X∗ + νbX , with νaX ,ν
b
X i.i.d., mean zero, random

variables, both with standard deviation σνX .13 Then, we have that:

1− Ĉorr[Xa,Xb]→p 1−Corr[Xa,Xb] =
σ2
νX

σ2
X∗ + σ2

νX

.

Thus, 1− Ĉorr[Xa,Xb] is an estimate of the proportion of variation of an elicitation

that is due to noise. For the eight measures for which noise is quantified, university

students exhibit the lowest noise level among the three samples for all but one

elicitation. Furthermore, for all elicitations, the student sample is less noisy than

11Using data on historical participation in lab experiments, they also note little selection into the
physical lab.

12Interestingly, they observe virtually no differences between behaviors of MTurk participants
with high incentives and with those incentives halved.

13This implies that νaXν
b
X = 0 and

[νaX ]
[Xa] =

[νbX ]
[Xb]

:= [νX ]
[X] .

10



MTurk.14

Gupta, Rigotti & Wilson (2021) suggest one channel through which noise might

be generated: inattention. They compare behavior in a standard physical labora-

tory, MTurk, and on Prolific. Their focus is on games with a tension between indi-

vidual rationality and social efficiency. Their main treatments compare behavior

in four one-shot games: two prisoner’s dilemma games and two symmetric games

with a dominant strategy, where the unique equilibrium is socially efficient. They

use the latter to evaluate noise, which they interpret as inattention—in a game with

a dominant strategy and no apparent motives for selecting other actions, inatten-

tion seems a sensible rationalization for any out-of-equilibrium behavior.15 Noisy

behavior accounts for 60% of choices on MTurk, 19% on Prolific, and 14% in the

standard laboratory. In addition, Gupta et al. (2021) also report that lab partici-

pants are far more sensitive to treatment variations across the different prisoner’s

dilemma games, in line with the insensitivity of MTurk participants to the magni-

tude of incentives that Snowberg & Yariv (2021) document.

The above two studies suggest that, while comparative statics are by and large

similar across experimental platforms, virtual laboratories with a more diverse

participant pool may exhibit greater noise, particularly when participants are only

lightly vetted, as on MTurk. Certainly, researchers can generate sensitive filters

themselves, a practice promoted within the field, see e.g. Berinsky, Margolis &

Sances (2014). As the two studies discussed above indicate, this may not eliminate

the increased noise. In fact, one may worry that matters become more complicated

for experiments in which experience and attention to feedback are important for

behavior. We provide novel data that speaks to this point.

3.2 Feedback and Experience across Platforms

Fudenberg & Peysakhovich (2016) study a version of the Acquire a Company game

(Samuelson & Bazerman, 1984), also known as the Additive Lemons Problem, on

MTurk. In their experiment, there are two players, a (human) buyer and a (com-

puterized) seller. At the outset, the seller “owns” an item of value v, drawn from a

uniform distribution between 0 and 10. The value of the item to the buyer is v + k,

14Since correlations between noisy variables are attenuated, this helps explain some of the cor-
relation differences that are due to insignificance.

15The data analyzed are only from participants who successfully passed a comprehension quiz.
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where k > 0 is a pre-specified constant. Thus, there are always gains from trade.

However, only the seller knows the realized value of v. The buyer does not. The

buyer can make a single take-it-or-leave-it offer b to the seller. If the seller accepts

this offer, the buyer receives the item and pays b to the seller.

This game has a unique Nash equilibrium in weakly undominated strategies.

It is weakly dominant for the seller to accept all offers above v and reject all offers

below v. Solving the buyer’s maximization shows that the optimal bid is k. Thus, in

the unique equilibrium in weakly undominated strategies, the buyer offers k. The

seller accepts the offer when v < k and rejects it when v > k. In the experiment, the

constant k was either 3 or 6, and participants, acting as buyers, played the game

for 30 rounds.

In the baseline treatment, participants know the support of possible item val-

ues, but are not informed of the distribution. They receive feedback about the

realized v at the end of each round only if their offer is accepted. There are two ad-

ditional treatments. In one, participants are informed at the outset that each item

value is equally likely (treatment Info), with feedback as in the baseline treatment.

This treatment therefore mimics the theoretical game sketched above. In another

treatment, participants are not informed of the distribution of item values, but re-

ceive richer feedback: they learn the realized value v regardless of whether their

offer is accepted (treatment CF—for counterfactual).

As Figure 7 suggests, when run on MTurk, there are no significant differences

between behaviors in the three treatments, either initially or after 30 rounds of

play (those are labeled MTurk Baseline, Info, and CF in the figure).16 As in Gupta

et al. (2021), who find very small reactions to treatment variations on MTurk, the

absence of a response to changing feedback (treatment CF) could possibly indicate

participants’ lack of attention.17

Potentially more revealing in that figure are the “Laboratory” data recently

collected by Drew Fudenberg and Guillaume Fréchette. These data are gener-

ated from student participants in a physical laboratory playing the same additive

lemons game as Fudenberg & Peysakhovich (2016) with k = 3. Participants were

informed of the underlying uniform distribution of item values and were given

16The figure depicts average bids for k = 3 sessions. Significance results derive from linear regres-
sions with participant-level clustering. P-values are above 0.1 for any pairwise or joint comparison.

17Here too, the data analyzed pertain only to participants who successfully passed a comprehen-
sion quiz.

12
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feedback regardless of whether their offer was accepted.18

As can be seen, the laboratory data display significant movement toward equi-

librium as participants gain experience. While the figure shows that bids are

slightly lower in the laboratory even in the first five rounds (p < 0.05), this is likely

due to the reaction to feedback early on: in the first round, the average bids are

approximately 5.2 on both platforms (p > 0.1, no participant-specific clustering

in this case). In fact, even when considering the first five rounds, the modal bid

is five on both MTurk and in the laboratory (25% and 28% of bids respectively).

By round 30, however, the average laboratory bid has dropped by more than 20%

from its original value. For rounds 25 to 30, the modal bid is 3 in the laboratory

(exactly the equilibrium and represents 26% of bids), while it is still 5 on MTurk

(28% of bids with only 11% of bids at 3).

This evidence is only suggestive and, indeed, we hope more data comparing

various experimental platforms will be collected in years to come, particularly as

experimental designs evolve to speak to a broader set of participants. Nonetheless,

the results are in line with prior observations indicating that MTurk participants

are perhaps less attentive and noisier than their student counterparts. Further-

more, these data highlight that even when one-shot play is unaffected by the ex-

perimental platform, longer-run behaviors may differ substantially. Thus, even

18Data was originally collected as part of a separate experimental setting. As such, it is not a
replication per se.
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if online platforms can offer a reasonable trade-off between noise and costs for

certain simple tasks, caution may be wise when studying more complex strategic

interactions in which participants require experience and attention to feedback in

order to appreciate the strategic forces at play.

4 Robustness of Experimental Results

In recent years, concerns have been raised regarding the replicability of results

in the social sciences (Dreber & Johannesson, 2019) as well as the natural sciences

(Baker, 2016). Although experimental economics is not immune to such problems,

the results from Camerer, Dreber, Forsell, Ho, Huber et al. (2016) seem to suggest

replicability issues may not be as acute as in other fields, most notably psychology

(see Figure 4 of that paper).

In this section, we start by describing standard practices in experimental eco-

nomics that have potentially shielded the field from severe reproducibility issues.

We then turn to some of the strategies suggested within the economics profession

to alleviate replication concerns and discuss their potential implications for exper-

imental work.

4.1 Standard Practices in Experimental Economics

Experimental economics has developed a set of standard practices and traditions

that we believe are helpful, which we now discuss.

It has long been the norm for experimental economists to share their data after

publication, even before the practice became a common requirement at journals.

In fact, early papers sometimes presented the entire data set in appendices. Access

to data allows easy evaluation of the sensitivity of reported results to data selection

(particularly if results are reported for a subset of observations) and the assessment

of alternative econometric specifications.

Also, experimental papers building on prior work frequently replicate variants

of the original design. More often than not, these are quasi-replications, in that

the design parameters and interface details may differ from those initially used.

Standard replication exercises commonly mimic the original design and sample

as much as possible. In turn, quasi-replications are particularly important for as-

14



sessing the robustness of results to particular details of the experimental protocol,

including the utilized sample, the interface participants interact through, and the

precise parameters implemented.

For example, Fréchette, Kagel & Lehrer (2003) experimentally investigate the

Baron & Ferejohn (1989) bargaining model, comparing two procedures referred to

as closed and open rule in bargaining groups of five subjects with a discount rate of

0.8.19 Their experiment was conducted using pen and paper. Agranov & Tergiman

(2014) study communication in this environment, and conduct as a baseline the

closed rule treatment of Fréchette et al. (2003). However, they do so using com-

puters, different instructions, etc. Furthermore, subsequent studies also explore

other parameter constellations for which the same qualitative predictions apply.20

Similar examples abound: Kübler & Weizsäcker (2004) quasi-replicate the social-

learning experiment of Anderson & Holt (1997), Healy (2006) quasi-replicates the

implementation of the Groves-Ledyard mechanism of Chen & Plott (1996), Go-

eree & Yariv (2011) quasi-replicate a version of Guarnaschelli, McKelvey & Palfrey

(2000) in a strategic voting setup, Agranov & Yariv (2018) quasi-replicate indepen-

dent, private-value first- and second-price auctions à la Kagel & Levin (1993), and

so on and so forth. Importantly, as this list suggests, quasi-replications appear in

well-published papers. They do not hinder or diminish publication prospects.

Quasi-replications can lead researchers to stumble on discoveries that pure
replications would fail to uncover. When Smith (1994) discussed what we term

quasi-replications, he used an analogy from Franklin & Allan (1990): “if you want

to know the correct time, it is more informative to compare your watch with an-

other’s than for either of you to look at your own watch twice.” For instance,

Charness, Fréchette & Kagel (2004) intended to study the impact of team pro-

duction on gift exchange. To do so, their baseline aimed to reproduce the stan-

19In the closed rule version, in each period, an agent is selected at random to propose a division
of resources within the group. Members of the group vote on the proposed division. If there is a
majority of votes, the proposal is implemented; otherwise, the process starts over. Agents discount
“time,” the number of proposals before agreement. In the open rule version, after a proposal is
made, another randomly selected agent has the possibility to amend it. However, doing so implies
delays and, consequently, discounting.

20Fréchette, Kagel & Morelli (2005a), Fréchette, Kagel & Morelli (2005b), Kagel, Sung & Winter
(2010), Bradfield & Kagel (2015), and Fréchette & Vespa (2017) all include one closed rule treat-
ment with either a different number of participants, a different discount factor, or both. They all
confirm the original qualitative results: positive but less than predicted proposal power, a majority
of immediate bargaining agreements, and a majority of minimal winning coalitions.
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dard gift exchange result of Fehr, Kirchsteiger & Riedl (1993). The result failed

to replicate—they observed very little gift exchange—despite implementing the

same parameters as the original study and many subsequent ones that followed.

As it turned out, their inclusion of a payoff table summarizing payoffs for combi-

nations of wages and efforts was responsible for the difference.21 Such “acciden-

tal” discoveries can be important. In this particular example, the results highlight

that canonical observations about gift exchange are sensitive to implementation

details—namely, that some amount of confusion can alter results dramatically.

Pure replications are of great use, but are not designed to assess the robustness

of results to various design details.

Quasi-replications are sufficiently prevalent that meta-studies are often used to

describe the patterns and robustness of results on a topic, and re-analyze results

from multiple sources. For instance, Baranski & Morton (2021) provides a meta-

study on experimental studies of Baron and Ferejohn bargaining with a closed

rule. The literature has seen meta-studies on many topics: public goods (Zelmer,

2003), dictator games (Engel, 2011), ultimatum games (Cooper & Dutcher, 2011),

discrimination (Lane, 2016), finitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma games (Embrey,

Fréchette & Yuksel, 2018), indefinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma (Dal Bó &

Fréchette, 2018), social dilemmas (Mengel, 2018), stag-hunt games (Dal Bó, Fréchette

& Kim, 2021), and others.

Finally, many experiments in economics are constrained by the underlying

model they test. This often provides clear guidance as to the dependent variables

of interest and the main comparative statics to be inspected. As such, authors’

ability to present as a finding that was not of interest from the start is limited.

In what follows, we discuss two recent approaches that have been suggested

and pursued in the hopes of alleviating replication issues in economics: increased

transparency of study designs and analysis, as well as tightening criteria for what

qualifies as a statistically significant result.

4.2 Pre-registration and Pre-analysis Plans

One approach advocated widely within the empirical fields of economics has been

to increase transparency, and hopefully reproducibility, through pre-registration

21The original study informed participants of how payoffs related to wages and efforts but did
not provide a summary table computing those payoffs.
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of studies and pre-analysis plans, see e.g. Christensen & Miguel (2018) and ref-

erences therein. Indeed, one potential channel that may contribute to the repro-

ducibility problem is publication bias in favor of significant findings. Even well-

intentioned researchers are induced to report specifications yielding significant re-

sults, so-called p-hacking, see Simmons, Nelson & Simonsohn (2011). The natural

solution is to constrain researchers at the outset. If they pre-specify the analyses

that will be carried out, there is limited scope for dredging the data later on.

While forcing increased transparency of research protocols appears to resolve

some important pitfalls that may generate irreproducible results to begin with, its

precise form is still taking shape. We suspect that feasible implementations might

not be a panacea when it comes to experimental economics.

Certainly, there are logistical constraints. Pre-registration is useful only insofar

that it is monitored. A researcher could pre-register multiple studies and analysis

plans, or simply specify a broad umbrella of specifications that will be considered.

Furthermore, particularly with the emergence of online experimental platforms,

there is a risk that unmonitored pilots grow rampant and guide researchers in new

ways to experimental designs and analyses that generate a significant set of results:

a substitution of p-hacking with design-hacking. In the words of Simmons et al.

(2011), absent careful monitoring, pre-registration still leaves many “researcher

degrees of freedom.”

The second limitation pertains to the costs pre-registration imposes on the dis-

covery process. Frequently, approaches to data analysis evolve as results shine

through. An attempt to understand the mechanism generating the pattern of re-

sults observed in an experiment often leads to new analyses that would be difficult

to pre-conceive at the outset. Certainly, one could report such results and admit

their unplanned nature. It is still unclear how such caveats would be understood.

In many ways, if they are accepted at face value, the commitment embedded in the

pre-analysis plan could come undone. Alternatively, one could run a new study

inspired by the original one and submit a more informed pre-analysis plan. This

comes at a monetary cost that many scholars would not be able to afford on a

regular basis. Furthermore, again, it runs the risk of undoing the benefits of pre-

registration by converting preliminary studies into effective pilots.
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4.3 Increasing Significance Requirements

Another approach for combating the replication crisis is to require smaller p-

values for results to be considered significant, see Benjamin, Berger, Johannesson,

Nosek, Wagenmakers et al. (2018). This can potentially mitigate type-I errors in

research, making “false positives” more challenging to achieve.

This is in line with trends we observe. Figure 8 depicts the significance levels of

main results published in the top-5 journals over the 2010-2019 decade.22 As can

be seen, the most significant results in papers, corresponding to the figure’s left

panel, exhibit somewhat smaller p-values in recent years. At the same time, the

least significant results, corresponding to the figure’s right panel, are more likely

to be deemed null within this one-decade horizon.

Could this be a solution? Certainly, results associated with lower p-values en-

tail greater statistical confidence. At the same time, a reduction in type-I errors

may come at the cost of an increase in type-II errors, whereby authors may be quick

to dismiss a relationship that, with a larger data set, or more refined measurement,

would emerge.23 Furthermore, in view of the tendency of journals to publish only

highly-significant results, some experimental designs and results may be lost to

the literature due to lower significance.

Achieving low p-values often entails larger data sets. With logistical and fi-

nancial costs of physical labs, a more demanding significance level may drive re-

searchers to other platforms, which exhibit potential shortcomings discussed in

the previous section. In addition, the higher costs of collecting large experimental

data sets could preclude researchers with limited access to funds from producing

publishable experimental work. Indeed, the third panel of Figure 4 suggests a re-

cent increase in top-university authors among those of top-5 papers. Certainly,

this pattern in and of itself could emerge for a variety of reasons, but it might be

useful for the profession to take stock of the implications of any change in journal

acceptance requirements.

What more can be done? Assessing reproducibilicity is of great value and sev-

eral institutional efforts in this direction might prove valuable for both our under-

22We classified a result as a “main result” if it was mentioned in the abstract, specified in the
paper’s introduction as a main result, or enumerated in the paper as a main result.

23A related discussion, looking at the impacts of measurement error in experimental work, ap-
pears in Gillen, Snowberg & Yariv (2019).
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Figure 8: Results’ significance levels over time

standing of which results hold up to further testing and as a taming mechanism

for new research.24 Further encouraging authors to replicate and quasi-replicate

experiments their new designs are based on could prove useful as well. Finally, it

seems important to reward (through publication) well done meta-analyses, as this

provides incentives for authors to invest in such projects.

5 Conclusions

This article presents recent trends in experimental economics papers. We high-

light two in particular: the increased use of virtual labs and the recent concerns

with the replicability of studies.

Online experimental platforms may be another instance of a case in which

there is no free lunch. Platforms that offer little screening of participants, such as

MTurk, may provide cheaper access to a large sample. However, behavior can be

noisier and participants may exhibit a shorter attention span than that observed in

traditional labs. As a consequence, adjustments may be required, both to the size

of samples collected—undoing some of the platforms’ cost benefits—and to exper-

imental designs’ complexity. Some of the shortcomings of virtual platforms that

24See https://experimentaleconreplications.com/ for an example of such an enterprise.
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we note may be due to the participant pools they access, rather than the virtual

technology itself: on a variety of tasks, student participants appear to behave sim-

ilarly online and in a physical lab. As virtual technologies evolve, benchmarking

experimental platforms on a set of commonly used elicitations may prove useful

and allow data-based comparisons of venues.

Recent replicability concerns have triggered attempts to modify perceived best

practices. We highlight some of the more subtle effects several of the suggested

approaches could yield. We direct the interested reader to Coffman & Niederle

(2015), who discuss some of these issues in greater detail. They too suggest po-

tential limitations of pre-analysis plans and argue for the value of replications via

simulations. They also propose ways to stimulate more replications. We high-

light complementary instruments for assessing results’ robustness that are com-

monplace within the experimental economics field: quasi-replications and meta-

studies. We hope their importance is recognized, and their existence encouraged

further.

The discussion of best practices often ignores the cost implications on pub-

lishable research. We believe research costs should play a role in these debates.

Keeping the costs of experiments low fosters discovery. This is important not only

for the generation of new results, but also for the use of quasi-replications that

identify robustness of prior insights. Increasing experimental costs also amplifies

incentives to pilot designs. Tailoring design parameters to generate significant re-

sults raises a wide host of concerns. Even well-intentioned scholars may face non-

trivial dilemmas in identifying the design aspects pilots help “get right.”25 Finally,

increased costs can affect researchers differentially: established scholars with ac-

cess to large research funds are less sensitive than their junior and less-established

counterparts.

One trend that merits more analysis is the seeming increase in designs that in-

clude a battery of elicitations at the end of experimental sessions, with no a-priori

justifications. Those often include gender, race, college major, risk attitudes, etc.

The practice could be an artifact of the publication process: if review teams fre-

quently ask for arbitrary associations, researchers are better off preempting such

25Certainly, pilots can be useful in instructing scholars how long a task takes, the clarity of the
interface’s instructions, etc. As a simple heuristic, pilots that do not entail data analysis may be
less prone to issues of design-hacking.
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requests by generating data for responses. Requirements for pre-registration and

pre-analysis plans may only increase the prevalence of these practices, since pro-

ducing such data at a later stage may come at higher costs. These are seemingly

free data that allow for richer insights: why would there be reason for concern?

Naturally, the risk of finding spurious linkages is high with many such elicita-

tions. Combined with a tendency to publish significant results, exploring many

correlates could paint a misleading picture about the relationship between a phe-

nomenon of interest and other characteristics. Careful statistics and publication of

insignificant linkages, not just significant ones, would alleviate, perhaps resolve,

such concerns. Our impression is that these practices may not yet be standard.

We hope more thought is given to how large elicitation menus are handled and

reported. Particularly as data sets become bigger and richer, these issues are more

and more germane.

Ultimately, many approaches for combating reproducibility concerns aim at

correcting two types of behavior: consciously nefarious manipulations, and well-

intentioned practices that accidentally fall prey to degrees of freedom. Consciously

nefarious intentions are difficult to alleviate. Indeed, many of the suggested ap-

proaches could easily be circumvented. The hope is that well-intentioned re-

searchers’ degrees of freedom can be limited in productive ways. Suggested so-

lutions effectively restrain scholars’ scope for discretion. However, without clear

criteria for what proper discretion is, researchers may respond to new restrictions

in unexpected ways, generating unintended consequences. We hope a healthy

research culture, in which replications, quasi-replications, and meta-studies are

standard practice, will be promoted and encouraged.
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